FACULTY and KEY PARTICIPANTS:

New York City:
- List of the Core Group, Associate Members, and also Special Faculty for the Consortium of U.S. Metropolitan Municipalities EMS Medical Directors
  - Katie L. Tataris, MD, MPH
    Medicine, Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL

City of Philadelphia:
- NREMT, Professor, Department of Medicine and Surgery, Baylor College of Medicine, City of Houston Department of Health and Human Services; Chairman, Board of Directors

City of San Diego:
- Clinical Professor, University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, San Antonio, TX
- S. Marshal Isaacs, MD
  (Emergency Medicine), University of California San Diego Health System, San Diego, CA
- Clement C. Yeh, MD
  Southwestern Medical Center and the Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, TX

City of Austin:
- Paul R. Hinchey, MD, MBA
  Chief, Division of Out-of-Hospital Care, Department of Emergency Medicine, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN
- Jason T. McMullan, MD
  Assistant Professor of Clinical Emergency Medicine, Indianapolis University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN

Special Guest Faculty

- Michael K. Copass, MD
  Emergency Medicine, New Orleans, LA
- Sabina A. Braithwaite, MD, MPH
  Emergency Medicine, Honolulu, HI

Global Metropolitan Municipalities

EMS Medical Directors

London, UK
- Frances M. Munn, MD, FRCM, FEMG, FRCP, FICE, FRC and - (Acting) Assistant Secretary, London Ambulance Service (EMS), London, England, United Kingdom

Atlanta, GA
- Craig S. J. Brann, MD
  - National Medical Advisor; St. John Ambulance Service (EMS), National EMS Institute, Atlanta, New Mexico

Federal Agency Medical Directors / Chief Officers

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

- Walter L. Shearer, MD, MPH, RN
  - Director, Office of Emergency Medical Services, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

- Richard C. Rabkin, MS, NREMT-P
  - Associate Director of Emergency Management, New York City Office of Emergency Management

Federal Bureau of Investigation

- William F. Babik, MD
  - Medical Officer and Emergency Medical Support Coordinator, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, DC

United States Secret Service

- Simon L. Pavlov, MD
  - Special Agent in Charge of the United States Secret Service, U.S. Secret Service, Washington, DC
- Joseph W. Schmider
  - Chair, Standards Council Rules Committee & Board of Trustees, American Academy of Emergency Physicians (ACEP)
- Craig Manifold, DO
  - Chair, National EMS Committee, American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP)

American College of Emergency Physicians

- B. Craig Ellis, MD
  - (Acting) Assistant Secretary and Chief Medical Officer, Department of Health and Human Services
- Ohenequaye, MD
  - Director, City of Dallas Medical Emergency Services

UT Southwestern Medical Center

- Peter M. Antevy, MD
  - Director, Emergency Medical Services, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and the Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, TX

Other Medical Directors

- Michael R. Ellis, MD
  - Medical Director, Los Angeles Fire Department; Professor of Emergency Medicine, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
- Terence D. Valenzuela, MD, MPH
  - Medical Director, City of Dallas Fire-Rescue Department; BioTel Medical Director, City of Dallas Fire-Rescue Department

EMS STATE OF THE SCIENCE: A Gathering of Eagles XV*
Friday, February 20, 2015

11:00 am NOON Presentation of the Annual Ron J. Anderson Public Service and the Paul E. Pape National Recognition Awards in EMS Awards – Raymond L. Fowler, MD and Friends

LUNCH WITH THE BUNCH: More年年底与鹰

Friday, February 20, 2015
Phoning In Your Basic Requests: Revising Dispatch Deployment Tactics & Metrics

11:15 am-1:25 pm Location, Location, Location! When Dispatching in the AED Area – C. Crawford Methem (Philadelphia)

1:10 pm-1:45 pm Awareness Automation: A Focus on Dispatch Metrics – Paul H. Hirsch, MD, MBA (Austin)

2:00 pm-2:30 pm Back to the Basics: Are Towed Dispatch Systems Rearranging? – Michael R. Sayre, MD (Seattle)

2:35 pm-3:00 pm A Striking Re-Awakening: Running an Ambulance Service Without Staff – Fiona P. Moore, MD (London)

3:05 pm-4:00 pm EMN’s: When What Happens in BlS Grows Small Dose Naloxone – K. Sophia Dyer, MD (Boston)

4:05 pm-5:00 pm Blue Bloods Treat Blue Blood Exposure Experience When Debating the Administration Naloxone – C. Crawford Methem, MD (Philadelphia)

5:05 pm-6:30 pm Pre-Arrival Revival: Experience with Bystanders Using Naloxone – Sharon Ringing for CPR (Cleveland, NH), N.M. & P.A. Paua (Paua, New Zealand), Scott T. Youngquist, MD (Salt Lake City)

6:35 pm-8:00 pm It’s a “Blauer” Use of the Blauer Index Monitoring in Determining Fatality – Robert J. Fricke, MD, (St. Paul)

9:00 am-10:00 am No Small Matter: Terminating Resuscitation Efforts in Children – Peter P. Taliaferro, MD (New York)


10:30 am-12:00 pm RE, TORD Questions: Results of a Survey of Firefighters Regarding End of Life Care – Arthur H. Tancy, Jr., MD (Alaska)

10:55 am-12:15 pm PLEASE, GIVE US A BREAK – (Quarter Hour)

[Continued in the next document]
Friday, February 20, 2015

Friday Morning, February 20, 2015

* Dedicated to the late Ecumenical Pastor Dr. John Michael Talbott for the Elder and Friend; and his son, in honor of his 2 decades of exceptional service to the President and Chief Executive Officer of Portland Medical Hospital (1992-2013) and his writing advocacy, not only in terms of his unflagging championing for the rights of the helpless, but also for the moral example to ensure the ultimate care for the community at large, particularly in terms of emergency care for the sick and injured — which he did with his warm and caring compassion — it has had such a vital impact on the memory of the elderly advocate, morale campaigner and championed provider for medical care to all in need, Professor of Medicine, Ronnie Joe Anderson, MD (1946 - 2014).

7:00 am - 7:30 am Registration, Continental Repast and VIP Reception

7:30 am - 7:40 am The 2015 CONFERENCE BEGINS

7:40 am - 7:45 am Course Overview and Philosophy — Raymond L. Fowler, MD (The First Eagle)

7:45 am - 7:50 am Questions and Answers — Raymond L. Fowler, MD, MPH (Chair), Andrew H. Frascone, MD (Co-Chair)

7:50 am - 8:00 am The Quintessential Experience! — Raymond L. Fowler, MD (The First Eagle)

8:00 am - 8:15 am The First Vital Presentations — The Most Important Presentations of the Past Year — Corey M. Sto, MD (New Orleans)

8:15 am - 8:25 am All Disasters Are Global Yesteryear, Today and Tomorrow at the NSDW — Andrew L. Gantt, MD (NOMDS)


8:30 am - 8:40 am Stay, Stay, Stay, Stay — Just a Little Bit Longer? — Why We’re Saving the Umbilical Cord — George J. Tint, MD, MPH (Raleigh-Wake County)

8:45 am - 8:55 am I’ll Echo That: Use of Ultrasound in Terminating Efforts — Andrew J. Hamil, MD (Alabama)

9:00 am - 9:10 am TEEing Off the Cardiac Arrest Stand-Still — Using Ultrasound in Terminating Efforts — Corey M. Sto, MD (New Orleans)

9:15 am - 9:25 am It’s a “Breakfast!” Using Bispectral Index Monitoring in Determining Futility for Termination — Andrew J. Harrell, MD (Albuquerque)

9:30 am - 9:45 am It’s No Smaller Matter: Terminating Resuscitation Efforts in Children — Paul E. Pepe, MD, MPH (Course Coordinator)


9:55 am - 10:00 am RE: TOP Story: Results of a Survey of Physicians Regarding End of Life Care — Arthur H. Tinty, Jr., MD (New Orleans)

10:05 am - 10:15 am PLEASE, GIVE US A BREAK 1 (Quarter Hour)

Resuscitating Resuscitation: New Technologies and Approaches for Achieving ROSC

10:20 am - 10:30 am Technically Two Step — Memphis Advice on the Loose Device — Joe G. Carter, MD (Memphis)

10:35 am - 10:45 am NJN Much Peace Should Be Your Cause: 2015 Ways to Analyze Cardiopulmonary Arrest Performance — John V. Gallagher, MD (Phoenix)

10:45 am - 10:55 am NJN Much Peace Should Be Your Cause: 2015 Ways to Analyze Cardiopulmonary Arrest Performance — John V. Gallagher, MD (Phoenix)

10:55 am - 11:05 am NJN Much Peace Should Be Your Cause: 2015 Ways to Analyze Cardiopulmonary Arrest Performance — John V. Gallagher, MD (Phoenix)

11:05 am - 11:15 am NJN Much Peace Should Be Your Cause: 2015 Ways to Analyze Cardiopulmonary Arrest Performance — John V. Gallagher, MD (Phoenix)

11:15 am - 11:20 am NJN Much Peace Should Be Your Cause: 2015 Ways to Analyze Cardiopulmonary Arrest Performance — John V. Gallagher, MD (Phoenix)

11:20 am - 11:50 am NJN Much Peace Should Be Your Cause: 2015 Ways to Analyze Cardiopulmonary Arrest Performance — John V. Gallagher, MD (Phoenix)

11:50 am NOON Presentation of the Annual Ron J Anderson Public Service and the Paul E. Pepper National Recognition in EMS Awards — Raymond L. Fowler, MD and Friends

NOON - 1:00 pm LUNCH WITH THE EAGLES

Friday Afternoon, February 20, 2015

Phoning in Your Basic Requests: Reserving Dispatch Deployment Tactics & Metrics

1:15 pm - 1:25 pm Location, Location, Location! When Dispatch Sends Blue Bloods to the AEDs Area — C. Crawford Mechem (Philadelphia)

1:30 pm - 1:40 pm Awe-inspiring Automation: Focus on a Deployment Metrics — Paul H. Hinchey, MD, MBA (Austin)

1:45 pm - 1:55 pm Trend-Breaking Decision-Making in Call-Taking: Switching to a Criteria-Based Dispatch System — Michael K. Levy, MD (anchorage)

2:00 pm - 2:10 pm Back to the Basics: Are Tiered Dispatch Systems Reaping? — Michael R. Sayin, MD (Seattle)

2:15 pm - 2:25 pm A Striking Re-Assignment: Running a Ambulance Service Without Staff — Fiona P. Moore, MD (London)

2:30 pm - 2:40 pm ENM-Now What happens When BLS Goes Small Dose Naloxone? — K. Sophia Dyer, MD (Boston)

2:45 pm - 2:55 pm When Blue Bloods Treat Blue Blood: Experience in Administrating Naloxone — C. Crawford Mechem (Philadelphia)

3:00 pm - 3:10 pm Pre-Arrival Revival: Experience with Bystanders Using Naloxone — Shawn Ryan, FGC (Cleveland, OH) and Jason F.P. & Pseudo-FEA — Scott T. Youngberg, MD (St. Lake City)

3:15 pm - 3:25 pm Take a 15 Minute Break!!

3:30 pm - 4:00 pm The Eagles Wing It: Lightning Rounds # 2 — R. J. Piasecki, MD (St. Paul)

4:00 pm - 4:15 pm The Eagles Wing It: Lightning Rounds # 2 — R. J. Piasecki, MD (St. Paul)

4:00 pm - 4:15 pm The Eagles Wing It: Lightning Rounds # 2 — R. J. Piasecki, MD (St. Paul)

4:15 pm - 4:20 pm Take It to the Streets: Pre-Hospital Intra-Osseous Hydration — Christopher B. Cowluk, MD (Denver)

4:25 pm - 4:30 pm Take It to the ODS — Using a Compensatory Reserve Index in Trauma — David E. Perera, MD (Houston)

4:45 pm - 4:50 pm Take Tactical Care Monitoring Critical — EM-TEC by using the Pro-Tec Technology — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)

4:50 pm - 5:00 pm Take Tactical Care Monitoring Critical — EM-TEC by using the Pro-Tec Technology — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)

5:05 pm - 5:15 pm Throwing Away (Retiring) the Radio !

5:20 pm - 5:30 pm When Blue Bloods Treat Blue Blood: Experience in Administrating Naloxone — C. Crawford Mechem (Philadelphia)

5:35 pm - 5:45 pm Do We Really Need to Use Supplemental O2?

5:45 pm - 5:55 pm Is Stocking Glucagon Worth It?

6:00 pm - 6:10 pm Running a Ambulance Service Without Staff — Fiona P. Moore, MD (London)

6:15 pm - 6:20 pm Re-Tooling Decontamination for Emerging Epidemics — Peter P. Talaris, MD (NAEMSC)

6:25 pm - 6:35 pm Public Access to Hemorrhage Control — Peter M. Antevy, MD (ACEP)

6:40 pm - 6:50 pm Re-Tooling Decontamination for Emerging Epidemics — Peter P. Talaris, MD (NAEMSC)

6:55 pm - 7:00 pm Two-Thousand & Fifteen Ways for EMS to Evaluate, Monitor and Manage Major Injury — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)

7:05 pm - 7:10 pm Re-Tooling Decontamination for Emerging Epidemics — Peter P. Talaris, MD (NAEMSC)

7:15 pm - 7:20 pm Two-Thousand & Fifteen Ways for EMS to Evaluate, Monitor and Manage Major Injury — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)

7:25 pm - 7:30 pm Two-Thousand & Fifteen Ways for EMS to Evaluate, Monitor and Manage Major Injury — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)

7:35 pm - 7:40 pm Two-Thousand & Fifteen Ways for EMS to Evaluate, Monitor and Manage Major Injury — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)

7:45 pm - 7:50 pm Two-Thousand & Fifteen Ways for EMS to Evaluate, Monitor and Manage Major Injury — Donald A. Locasto, MD (Cincinnati)
Global Metropolitan Municipalities
EMS Medical Directors

London, UK

- Hindi, MDM, MD, FEMS, FACC, FRCSE, FICSE, MSc - Academic Director, London Ambulance Service

Federal Agency Medical Directors / Governors

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

- Secretary, HHS - Director, Office of the Secretary

U.S. Department of Transportation

- U.S. Secretary of Transportation - Assistant Secretary for Transportation Policy

Federal Bureau of Investigation

- Director, FBI - Deputy Director for Operations

United States Secret Service

- Acting Director, Secret Service - Deputy Director for Operations

ACEP-NAEMSP-NASEMSO

- Members, ACEP, NAEMSP, NASEMSO - Special Guest Faculty

Sheraton Dallas Hotel • Dallas, Texas

FRIDAY-SATURDAY  FEBRUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 21, 2015

Supported by UT Southwestern Department of Emergency Medicine and the Office of Continuing Medical Education

Given to the Memory of

ACEP Director for Hendra Fire Department
Assistant Chief of Clinical Emergency Services, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM

- Captain, U.S. Navy; Physician to the President, White House

- Director, National Disaster Medical System (NDMS), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

- Director, Office of Emergency Management (OEM)/Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

- Deputy Medical Director, City of Austin/Travis County EMS

- Medical Director – Research & Standards, International Academies of Emergency Dispatch; Medical Director – Research & Standards, International Academies of Emergency Dispatch

- Program Director, National EMS Accreditation Council (for Public Safety, Public Health and Homeland Security); Professor of Emergency Medicine, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

- Associate Professor, Department of Emergency Medicine, University of Southern California School of Medicine

- Medical Director, Tennessee EMS Service; Medical Director, Vanderbilt University; Medical Director, Metro Nashville EM<br>